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Survival by Ghulam Rasool- Valuing the Reproductive Role of Women
Ghulam Rasool, A freelance consultant, works on wild and nature photography and has an
experience of over 10 years.
"Survival of the fittest and this sentence flashed into my mind when I was photographing these
women at Keenjhar lake in Thatta, Sindh. These women are mostly involved in making fishing nets,
and other wetland products besides other home chores that they are expected to do such as wash
their clothes, utensils or collect drinking and bathing water", Ghulam Rasool.
This photograph has been taken from a CANON EOS 40D, using a focal length of 300mm and an
aperture 6.
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OVERHEARD
TALKING ABOUT WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT IS...
IMPORTANT
AGAINST RELIGION
USELESS
SOMETHING ONLY WOMEN DO
SOMETHING MEN DO BUT DON'T BELIEVE IN
SO POST-ZIA
SO NEW
AGAINST CULTURE
A WESTERN FAD
ESSENTIAL
SOMETHING MEN DO TOO
EXACTLY THAT, JUST TALKING
CENTRAL TO GENDER EQUALITY
SOMETHING DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATIONS HAVE TO DO
NOT IMPORTANT IN A SOCIETY WHERE THERE ARE SO MANY DISEMPOWERED MEN
SECONDARY
OF PRIMARY IMPORTANCE WHEN
WE TALK ABOUT SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EASY
DIFFICULT
NECESSARY
SUCH A TIRED CONCEPT
SUCH A NEW IDEA
IMPOSSIBLE
LIP SERVICE
CRUCIAL
A WASTE OF TIME
A GOOD WAY TO HAVE A NICE LUNCH AT A CONFERENCE
FUNDAMENTAL.
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NOTE FROM THE TEAM
Things are changing. Though we still remain a long way from equality in the public sphere, in law, at work
and at home, things are changing. People seem to be talking more and more about women. We have
seen landmark legislation bringing about systems and structures to protect and promote women's
interests. We continue to hear about more and more 'firsts' for women – the first female pilot from Gilgit
Baltistan, the first female taxi driver, the first competitive mountaineer, the first foreign minister. We
have women at the highest levels of politics and government; in the workforce contributing to their
families incomes and wellbeing; topping professional exams; and in the media both as prime time hosts
and expert guests. A leading political party of Pakistan held a political rally for women described by the
BBC as the largest congregation of women ever organised in the world. The day GE4DE had its training
for journalists on gender responsive reporting in Peshawar, one of the participants wanted to know if the
date was a special one since there were four workshops on the theme of gender equality and women
taking place just in Peshawar that day!
This change of course, hasn't happened overnight. It's happened incrementally. It's happened over years
of struggle. It's happened on the shoulders of many women (and men!) that have fought
discouragement and derision to make a better world for their daughters and all girls and women. And
the struggle continues.
We hope that projects like GE4DE are also recognised as agents of change. GE4DE is taking a multidimensional approach to effect change. We are working top-down, advocating and facilitating change in
the laws and policies that promote gender equality. GE4DE is providing support in the finalisation and
ratification of provincial policies for Home Based Workers to accord them the same protection and
recognition as formal sector workers. We are working bottom-up, to effect change by empowering
women through skills development and employment, making them not only good workers, but more
informed women, who know their rights, their responsibilities and have a greater say in decisions that
affect their lives. As our trainees now begin to complete their training and enter employment, we hope
to keep bringing you stories of their success and experiences. We are also working, what could be called,
inside-out, taking stories from the project and communicating them to the outside world to raise
awareness. Media groups such as GEO have covered the experiences of some of our trainees in a
documentary to be aired close to Women's Day. GE4DE partner Gender equality 'champions' from the
world of business have hosted delegations of employers to show them how gender equal policies and
practices in the workplace have proved to be smart investment choices. And finally, we also work
outside-in; learning from our partners, the rights-holders, on how we, the duty bearers, should shape
our tools and techniques to make sure our methodologies truly reflect the needs and expectations of
women, men, girls and boys.
Each of us on the team has a personal and professional commitment towards gender equality. For us,
working on this project is not only work, but also a way of turning our personal dedication into
professional demonstration. And we hope that it shows in our results!
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FROM THE FIELD
From sheep to shawls in

SKARDU
The woollen shawls value chain is
more complex than one might
imagine. It begins with the washing
of sheep, shearing them, spinning
the woollen fibre into thread,
designing, and weaving, finishing,
packaging and finally marketing. In
Skardu, women are involved in the
value chain in shearing and more so
in the spinning and weaving stages.
Tools and techniques have probably
remained unchanged for decades if
not centuries, which might be
quaint, but has a heavy toll on
women's health and the quality of
the end product. Baltistan Culture
and Development Foundation
(BCDF & GE4DE) is working with
120 women in nine communities or
clusters to increase women's share
of the value chain and improve
their skills at each step through
training and new tools. The washing
and shearing part of the training is
complete and spinning is currently
underway.
Though the project is not even half
complete, some promising, early
results have begun to come
through. In most villages this was
the first time in known history that
sheep were being washed before
shearing. Previously, the sheep
were sheared dirty, and the wool
then beaten to remove dirt, which
damaged the fibres and reduced
the quality and price. After
washing, the women reported that
the sheep were much lighter and
easier to shear. Trainees are
provided all safety measures
including masks to reduce animal to
human infection and also
ergonomic shears which the
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women have reported are not only
easier to use, but do not cause
calluses on their hands which
conventional scissors do. Because
of its better quality, the lighter,
cleaner wool fetches a higher price.
Unwashed wool is sold for Rs 40/kg,
while washed wool sells for Rs 6070/kg. The clean wool is also easier
to spin into thread and in turn
produces a better weave, so this
will benefit the subsequent stages
of the training and the final
product.
The next stage, spinning the wool
into thread, is traditionally done
using a wooden spindle rotated
between two fingers over an
upturned bowl. Under the project,
BCDF is providing women semiautomatic spinning wheels and
training on how to operate and
maintain them. The hand spun
method leads the production of 1
kg of thread in one month. The
same amount of thread can be
made on a spinning wheel in three
days!
For the women, since they are
doing work that they have already
been doing traditionally, especially
spinning and weaving, it does not
appear that the project will add an
extra burden on their time. In fact it
will help them be more efficient
and productive, and also in
conditions of greater safety and
comfort. This part of the project
therefore, addresses women's
Practical Gender Needs (PGNs).
What will be crucial to really
contribute towards gender equality
will be to see that women are also
involved in the pricing and sales of

their products so that they know
the value of their work, and that
they have both access and control
to the increased earnings. In the
long run it will be interesting to see
if and how, women's increased
economic capabilities translate into
enhanced social and personal
capabilities and choices too.
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SOHB's Mosaic designers
from Hub at THE EXPO
skills development programme.

T

Marble carpet prepared by SOHB Mosaic Designers
under GE4DE Project

en best trainees from
GE4DE's marble mosaic
training programme being
implemented by SOHB in HUB, took
part in an International Exhibition
held at the Expo Centre, Karachi
from Oct 20-13, 2011. A 9x3 sq.ft
stall was reserved for products
designed by the women including
SOHB's Mosaic Design (medallion,
borders and frames). The exhibition
was attended by numerous
representatives from television and
radio stations, newspapers and
magazines from around Pakistan
who gathered on the first day,
eagerly collecting material for
television shows and periodicals. A
total of 721 registered VIP visitors
came to Expo international over the
two days of the show. Many people
including foreigners and VIPs
Visited the stalls and some placed
orders that are under negotiation.
The graduates were overwhelmed
with the exposure at the Expo. For
some it was the very first time that
they had come to the Karachi city.

It gives us immense pleasure when
trainees take interest in the trainings
and make it a success by owning every
step of it. This not only fortifies our
efforts of finding the right trainees;
motivated, willing and driven but also
helps us in designing a training that is
marketable and creates employment
and sustainable results.
Mr. Nasir Baloch, Project Manager,
SOHB.

“It was enlightening, we were
explained the assortment
techniques, and space utilization.
We stood beside our stall, I felt
proud of representing my
household, my family, my
community and there I was in the
metropolitan city of Karachi talking
to people about my skills”, shared
Zeba, a trainee of the ILO mosaic

“We visited other stalls displaying
items like dresses, jewellery, mobile
phones and carpets. We also got
new ideas about the design and
colour schemes that can be used for
marble mosaic. The installation of
marble in the building where the
expo was held was marvellous. I
have a picture of it in my mobile.
We moved around and had a
chance to observe how the products
are displayed at the other stalls. I
was particularly excited interacting
with the visitors and customers. It is
very interesting how they try to
negotiate with you and haggle over
prices, consumer behaviour and
customers' response is so uncertain
and unpredictable but the skill of an
efficient salesperson is to be able to
sell their product”. Said Zeba.
I remember how the trainees were
brainstorming for ideas on mosaic
designs and fortunately at the
exhibition, right opposite the ILO
stall was a big stall of woven
carpets.
Inspired by the designs, they
designed a 'marble carpet' which
has been installed in the SOHB
Marble Mosaic Training Centre for
Women- Pakistan Italian Depth
Sweep for Agreement (SMMTCWPIDSA) building.
Recently an order of 4,000 Sq Ft
from the MOD Minerals at
Islamabad has been received. The
negotiations are under way. If it
materialises, it will help 40 women
start their first order.” Nasir, Project
Manager, SOHB
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The
Dera Jattan
Women In

LAHORE
FASHION
WEEK

through us. We felt so proud seeing
our own work on such beautiful
outfits”, said Salma Rahim, a trainee
of GE4DE skills training project in
Rahim Yar Khan. Viewing the end
products of their hard labour was
very exciting for them. Rabia, Salma
along with 3 other trainees also
enjoyed visiting markets of Lahore
and sightseeing.

and sent to jail. When he heard she
had joined this training programme,
he sent her threats that he would
put her straight when he got out.
She is now back with her own
family and says she never wants to
have to go back to her husband and
sees this training as an opportunity
to establish herself.

I

t was the flamboyant Bridal
Couture Week held in Lahore
between Oct 16 and 18, 2011
and four women of Rahim Yar Khan
being trained in market oriented
traditional embroidery skills by
SamanZar took part to see their
work on the catwalk. This visit
aimed at providing them an
opportunity of travelling to a
metropolitan, as well as to witness
the end result of their hard labour
in the form of exquisite outfits.
Models showed off the dresses with
the embroidery that women of
DERA JATTAN primed. The visit
enhanced their exposure, mobility
and gave them an experience of
attending an entirely different
event, which they may never have a
chance, if not be the trainee of this
project.
It was not an easy task to get
permission of parents; however the
Project Director managed to
persuade the parents of few
trainees to let them attend Bridal
Couture Week in Lahore. The
exposure visit of four trainees to
Lahore Fashion Week proved
extremely useful. For the young
rural women, who have never been
outside their village, attending a
fashion week, meeting celebrities
and models was an exciting
experience. The collection named
Dera Jattan showcased tradition
embroidery designed for a
contemporary market. “When it
was announced that these products
were made by women of Dera
Jattan, a wave of ecstasy ran
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Shayainne Malik with trainees of GE4DE Skills
Training Project at Lahore Fashion Week

“We saw celebrities on Fashion
Week in Lahore; It was unbelievable
to see Shaan, Reema, Resham, Fiza
Ali and many others. We have seen
them on TV, but seeing them in
reality was just like a dream for us.
We had an opportunity of having a
conversation with Fizza Ali and she
appreciated our efforts, we are so
happy for this recognition” said
Salma cheerfully.
Salma part of the ILO GE4DE project
“Ancient Knots for Have Nots" has
successfully completed her training
and has been selected as one of the
only ten finalists in Shell Tameer's
International Entrepreneurship
Programme. Under this programme
she will get free enterprise
development training, exhibition
space and will be finally judged by a
panel, on March 16th 2012, with HE
Mr Adam Thompson, the British HC
as the Chief Guest. Salma was
married and endured a month of
domestic violence before her
husband was convicted of murder

“It was a fantastic show and an
unbelievable venture with Women
of Derra Jattan”,
said film star Reema Ali.
Now these women are being
trained to manage the Derra Jattan
Fashion Design Center and they will
become responsible for taking
orders. Bunto Kazmi, Fashion
Designer has ordered bridal wear
and the trainees of Samanzar-ILO
have traced and embellished
garments as per demanded designs.
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BLISS For SUGHAR WOMEN

Vaneeza Ahmed models for Sughar Women Clothing
Line in a fashion show in Karachi organized by PDI &
Fashion Designer Parkha

Sughar Women Program and
BLISS, an organization that
empowers adolescent girls in
rural Pakistan through education
and entrepreneurship, have
partnered to create market
linkages to facilitate women
increase their income. BLISS is
going to market and design the
products that Sughar women
will create. This will create a
sustainable market approach for
the small businesses that these

women could initiate. Eco
Energy Finance and Sughar
Women have also started
negotiating on collaborating in
providing solar lanterns to two
identified villages in Thatta
which do not have electricity to
help people cope with lightless
nights, children to have more
time for study and to help
women increase their
embroidery production and
eventually their income. The
Second Floor Cafe, Karachi (T2F)
has also shown interest in the
designs created by Sughar
Women. Sughar women
beneficiaries in Mirpur Sakro
would make ipad, ipod and
iphone covers with small and
beautiful embroidery designs,
which would be exhibited and
sold in T2F with a good profit to
these women. A Fashion Show
called Mehndi Extravaganza by

from
kitchen helper

TO BUFFET
IN-CHARGE

Abida a trainee of COTHM now works at The Village
Restaurant in Lahore

Parkha Khan was launched in
Karachi. 8 Top Models of
Pakistan modeled the Dresses,
Hand bags and Hand Clutches
made by Sughar in which
beautiful embroidery was done
by rural women to prove to the
world that rural women are in
fact the best of skilled women
and whose potential when
unleashed leaves a great mark
to our hearts and minds!" shares
Khalida Brohi, PDI.
The event was widely covered
by media and featured in BBC
Urdu.

Experts from fashion industry also visited the Sughar
Women stall.

Abida graduated from COTHM in Culinary Skills Plus (an ILO
skills training course in Hospitality), got internship at
Village Restaurant, and later got employed over there as a
helper. Now she is Buffet In-charge at the same Restaurant.
Her hard work, commitment to work and her culinary skills
helped her pave her own way to success. Punjab TEVTA has
asked Abida to advice them on the development of the
Hospitality Curricula they are designing. Abida aspires to
start her own catering business, after getting some
experience of Commercial Kitchen at Village.

Women In Unconventional Occupations-

QUALITY AUDITOR AT PRGTTI

Ayesha, a young widow and a mother to a young son attended training of
Quality Assurance at Pakistan Readymade Garment Teachnical Training
Institute (PRGTTI), and got placed at Sapphire pvt Mill Lahore for hands-on
training. She was appointed as Quality Checker and within a month, she
got promoted as Quality Auditor. “The environment at Saphhire is very
conducive and encouraging. I am regarded and valued more competent
and efficient as compared to other untrained workers who have been
working at Sapphire for number of years. Considering my good
performance, I was considered for this promotion in a very short span of
time. I am happy being able to support my son's education. And one day I
will grow to the position of Principal of PRGTTI”.

Ayesha stands tall to the challenges that come her way, she
is a quality auditor at PRGTTI
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Companies Leading
the Way:

PUTTING THE
PRINCIPLES INTO
PRACTICE
Why do firms promote gender
equality? Some do because they
feel it is their social responsibility ,
while others do it because they are
required to comply with the
international standards of labour
and equality to get market access
and form trade linkages and
increasingly firms do it because of
the evidence that women in the
workplace makes pure business
sense. Empirical evidence
establishes that women who are
empowered, not only contribute
positively towards organizational
excellence, but also financial
performance and overall business
competitiveness.
Internationally a lot of research has
been done to establish links
between gender equality and
business profitability. Focusing
attention on emerging markets,
McKinsey & Company found that of
the companies which made efforts
to empower women, 34% reported
increased profits while another 38%
said that they expected to see
profit as a direct result of their
efforts (Bennett & Ellison, 2010).
But does the same hold true for
Pakistan? In July 2011, GE4DE in
collaboration with Employers
Federation of Pakistan project
conducted a study to understand
and highlight gender sensitive best
policies and practices in the
Pakistani workplace. The study was
an attempt to understand business
reasons behind gender equal
practices employed at select
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organizations. Through purposive sampling, more than 100
organizations were contacted for a gender diagnostic survey, 44
organizations responded and after analysis, 11 organizations were
chosen for field research.
The selected organizations were from the textiles, services, media,
and public sector.
-

Masood Textile Mills Ltd (MTM)
Nishat Mills Ltd
Crescent Bahuman Ltd (CBL)
Telenor Pakistan
The Aga Khan University (AKU)
Express Media Group
Pakistan Television Home
Avari Lahore
Savoey Hotel Lahore
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Strengthening Poverty Reduction Strategy Monitoring Project,
Ministry of Finance in the Government.

The participating organizations were assessed on 7 dimensions of
Gender Equality (GE) at workplace derived from ILO's Action Plan for
Gender Equality 2010-15 and distilling the essence of UN and ILO
conventions on gender equality at the workplace.

Equal
Participation
in Decision
Making at
All Levels

Equal
Opportunity &
Treatment in
Employment

Equal
Remuneration
for work of
Equal Value

Gender
Equality
&
Decent
Employment

Work/Life
Balance

Equality in
Meaningful
Career
Development

Equal
Access to
Healthy, Safe work
Environment
& Social
Security

Equality in
Association
& Collective
Bargaining
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Around 84% of the surveyed organizations were
aware of “The Protection of Women against
Harassment at the Workplace Act 2010”, out of
which 95% had incorporated the Code of Conduct
for protection against harassment as part of their
management policy, 97% had developed a
mechanism for reporting/redressing cases while
89% had displayed copies of the Code of Conduct in
English and another widely understood language at
the workplace.
53% of the surveyed organizations follow the spirit
of a convention or mandate on GE. All the
organizations agreed that gender equality made
business sense in terms of:
i. better utilization of talent
ii. increased productivity, and
iii. enhanced creativity
The study also documents a set of recommended
strategies to replicate tailored best practices in
other organizations. The recommended strategies
include engaging sector regulators and the media
for compliance and awareness; lobby for change in
management student's curricula to include gender
dimension; create an interactive web-portal on best
practices; undertake role play, run sensitization and
awareness campaigns; form association of women
role models; arrange for onsite visits, and undertake
further studies on best practices with a wider sector
scope.

Some examples of Gender Equality Policies and
Practices:
Social security contribution from employee has been
exempted. The employees are extended welfare
facilities such as medical, dental and eye check for
parents, spouse and children regardless of
man/woman, married/ unmarried and cadre (in OPD
limit); child birth allowance, funeral allowance,
vaccinations, loyalty awards etc (Agha Khan
University)
Engaging women in serious and challenging work,
such as non-stereotyped serious news beats and
finalization of critical front/back pages of the
newspaper (Express Tribune)
“I would stay with Masood Textiles Mill even if more
money is offered elsewhere. I know I will not find the
kind of facilities I have here, like transport, good clean
food, social security/EOBI cards and most importantly,
the environment” (Woman Sewing Machine Operator
at Masood Textiles Mill)
“We have terminated harassers from their jobs upon
reasonable evidence of their involvement in such acts”,
says CEO Nishat Stitching Unit.
CBL management is also highly conscious about
ensuring that harassment of any kind does not occur at
the workplace. In this regard on-site security guards
and supervisors are tasked with ensuring that no such
incident occurs. Moreover, all employees are given
extensive orientation on acceptable behaviour at work
and the consequences of harassment in various forms.
CCTV footage helps prove/disprove allegations for
cases under inquiry. More importantly these examples
are discussed amongst employees as legends of CBL
and help condition their behaviour at the workplace.

Comic on Harrassment -Dilbert contributed by Muhammad Asif
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MEET OUR HERO
Demolishing myths
& false PERCEPTIONS

A

fter agriculture, construction is
the second largest economic
sector in Pakistan. With the number
of women in construction dismally
low, the implication is that
individuals, the industry, and
ultimately the community all suffer
from the participation of only men.
But prevailing attitudes suggest
change will not be easy. The Labour
Force Survey 2011 shows the highly
male makeup of the industry is a
deterrent to women who fear
isolation, discrimination and
harassment.
“Construction is an ever changing
Industry with different methods of
working, new technologies,
innovative designs and architecture
and if like me, you enjoy talking,
organizing and being involved in
developing new ideas then it's an
environment that will most certainly
suit you! There are a mass of
different job roles that feature
around a lot of key skills such as
good communication, good
leadership qualities, good
organizational skills all of which
contribute to Construction so dip
your toe in, I did! “, says Samina, a
civil works constructor.
Samina started in buying and selling
stocks. 'Bearish' and 'bullish' was all
she could hear in the Islamabad
Stock Exchange. “This is where I met
my partner- now my husband”,
smiled Samina. “He was surprised
seeing a woman in a stock market
for the very first time. It is a place
where you are shoved around,
pushed and literally thrown on each
other. But I did not care. All I knew
was I wanted to work in a place
where my abilities are tested and I
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am challenged”.
There is lack of recognition of the
value of women in unconventional
careers. When it comes to capital
markets – investment trading and
advising – there seem to be a set of
barriers to women seeking out
opportunities and advancing. A
major hurdle common to both
capital markets and construction is
gender stereotyping, Samina said.
“Women continue to be excluded
from informal networks where
relationships are built. … We need
to see leaders stepping forward to
offer opportunities to develop,
promote and recognize women.”
Among the persistent stereotypes is
that investment work is exhausting
and that its long hours interfere
with a normal home life. “It is a
very fast-paced and demanding
industry and [women] need to be
clear that that's what they are
signing up for. But with technology
… you can be anywhere and
continue to move your career
forward and keep a balance
between your business and
personal life. I have been in the
business for more than a decade
and have a perfect married life.”
“The higher up the ladder you go,
the more opposition there is. And
there is no active encouragement. I
have experienced unwanted
paternalism from my male
colleagues, some of whom seemed
to believe that I needed to be
looked after and protected on
construction sites. This type of
behaviour fostered the attitude that
a woman's position on a
construction site was out of the
ordinary and that women were not
quite up to it, making it difficult for
me and many more like me to

progress in the industry.
The first time I made a guard railing
in Blue Area after a competitive
bidding was followed, the Chairman
CDA visited the site and was
thoroughly impressed with my work
and after that there was no
stopping me from my success.”
“If given the environment, women
can outperform men because they
are more trustworthy, honest and
hardworking. Men on the other
hand do not face reservations; they
find flexible work environments,
take breaks and thus are not
confined to the desk”.
Early impressions are the most
lasting; therefore it is important to
make sure young people have the
skills and competency to make a
career choice.
“Education at school level is only
part of the battle, males in this
industry have to accept women so
that those of us who have the
knowledge and skills can put them
to use”. Technical and vocational
training institutions should ensure
that training is also imparted in
unconventional trades and that
woman are provided equal chances
of enrolling for such programs.
Despite paying lip service to the
notion that 'women can do
anything', many men still believe
women are both physically and
psychologically unsuited to
construction work. There is a dire
need for women in the industry to
come forward and provide
counselling and mentoring to
others who want to join the
industry. I did not have the luxury of
having a role model to follow but if
I had I would have had lesser
problems to face than I had to
being the first.
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CURRICULA
DEVELOPMENT
WORKSHOP
Following the Competency
Standards Workshop in December,
the same group of industry partners
and representatives from provincial
Technical and Vocational Training
Authorities (TEVTAs)and National
Authority for Vocational and
Technical Education Commission
(NAVTEC) took part in the follow up
workshop on competency based
curricula development. As a result
curricula have been developed in
Garments, Machine Operator,
Beauty and personal care, Assistant
Makeup Artist, Fashion Design.
“The good thing about the
workshop is that it will enable
trainers understand the match
between training and market
demands” said Industry experts
Shaiyanne Malik.
This workshop will be followed by
the development of courses and
curricula for skills that are in high
demand and likely to lead to decent
employment. The courses will be
piloted in selected institutes around
the country. The national pool of
expertise being developed through
this process will be used to roll out
the next steps.

The group that participated in the
workshop also visited Leisure Club Lahore
where they were briefed about the
organization, mandate, range of products,
functional areas, staffing, training and
recruitment. The group had a guided tour of
various sections that helped them to
observe and understand real working
conditions and the competencies that
workers require to perform respective
tasks.
In the Design section the group observed
the creative work of team; watched the
sequence of operations in Production
section including drafting and cutting of the
pattern, preparing fabric for cutting using
various modes, preparing embellishment,
Stitching various parts of garments,
finishing; quality assurance, labelling and
packing.
“Skilled workers are not recruited from
institutions but hunted from the market
directly. If training institutions were to
impart training more in line with industry
demands we would definitely look there
too” said Omer Choudhry, General
Manager at Leisure Club.
The field visits were highly useful and
helped understanding major functions;
sequence of operations; and details
involved in various processes. The group's
interaction with instructors and workers at
Leisure Club helped them understand the
application of skills in the actual workplace.
“It was truly a unique experience to see how
far the training practices are in line with
industry requirements and to what extent
the training institutes are producing trained
workforce that caters to the industry
demands.”
Misbah Musarat, CEO Depilex.
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The media cannot be used as an
effective and credible tool to
advance messages on gender
equality if the messages it sends
daily through reports on events and
issues are gender-blind or negative
about women's roles and
contribution in a society. Likewise,
the media cannot challenge the lack
of women in decision-making in
governance structures, if there is a
paucity of women in leadership
positions within the media. In
targeting the media to bring about
more gender sensitivity and
awareness to the editorial content

JOURNALISM PLUS:

Positive Portrayal of
Women in the media through
Gender sensitive reporting
informer, shaper, a watch dog and
more over an advocate for
development issues particularly
gender equality in the world of
work. The policy level media forums
led representatives of media, senior
policy level personnel to agree on a
declaration that was unanimously

“We the Pakistani media, comprising national and local newspapers, TV
channels, radio stations, news agencies and online media from both the
private and public sector, and all working journalists, recognize that we
collectively and individually have a key role to play in empowering women
by improving their public profile through a fair and representative coverage
of working women. In this spirit, we hereby support the establishment of
the National Media Partnership on Supporting Pakistani Women's
Empowerment, also endorsed by media in Balochistan, Federally
Administered Tribal Areas, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Punjab and Sindh, to
support and promote women's rights and efforts for greater access to equal
employment opportunities and decent working conditions. We commit
ourselves to the highest journalistic standards on portrayal of working
women in media so that various stakeholders in Pakistan have increased
understanding and favorable attitudes towards working women's issues.
We also acknowledge and welcome the support of civil society for this
landmark National Media Partnership.” Declaration by Leading Pakistani
National Media signed in Islamabad 11th Oct 2011
and to ensure equal opportunity
and equal access for women in
media work spaces, the ILO is
opening the space to engage more
effectively with the media in getting
across messages on gender
equality. Taking into consideration
the importance of gender
mainstreaming in to the editorial
content of media, policy level
dialogues were organized with
senior representatives of national
and regional level media
organizations all over Pakistan. The
idea was to instigate the
importance of media as an
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signed and according to which each
organization vowed to adhere to
responsible reporting that meant
nominating staff including reporters
and journalists to take part in the
Journalism Plus training.
Journalism Plus is a multimedia
training module that focuses on
gender responsive reporting
specially focusing on gender in the
world of work. The purpose of
integrating Journalism Plus into
mainstream reporting is:
1. Orienting and sensitizing

district based correspondents
about gender issues
especially those related to
working women
2. Developing skills on how to
effectively and sensitively
report on issues of women
and men in the world of work
3. An understanding and
appreciation of the milieu
within which Pakistani
women exist and the
challenges they face in
realizing their potential
4. Portrayal of women in media
based on equality, ethics and
fair treatment
Journalism Plus is the outcome of a
vigorous survey carried out
involving media experts and
communication experts at the
National and International Level. It
contains course modules that are at
par with international standards of
reporting. It is aimed at enabling
journalists to assess and
understand the challenges unique
to their own environment, to work
for ethical and fair portrayal based
on principles of gender-equality
and become sensitive enough to
proactively provide a platform for
women voices in a male-dominated
media.
In doing so, understanding how
gender is socially constructed,
understanding cultural sensitivities
towards gender, role of civil society
in promoting gender sensitive
reporting, old concepts of male
domination, getting around cultural
constraints of reporting on gender
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sensitive issues, changing mindsets
and bringing behavioral change in
the society and looking at how the
role of women has evolved in our
society is foremost. This has been
addressed in JP through exercises,
checklists, case studies and other
activities.
When the media covers gender
issues such as violence, sexual and
reproductive health, women in
decision-making, articles like these
are often confined to special pages
and segments in the media that are
tagged as women's pages, rather
than being placed on the news
pages as issues of concern to
everyone, or issues that have
implications for the society. Thus it
is important to look at the social
and economic contribution of
women. Be it women who are
housewives, who stay home to look
after their children, rear them and
nurture them to enable them to
contribute to society by being
economically active. The
reproduction of labour and
maintenance has a direct
implication on economy. Or those
women who are not only
performing their reproductive and
productive roles with in the
household such as collecting water,
wood for fuel, maintaining
livestock, cooking, rearing the
children but also contributing
outside home; including work at
the farm as family helpers, in
construction, or in the formal
economy side by side of men.
To roll out Journalism Plus, a cadre
of 11 media trainers representing
electronic and print medium (both
English and Urdu) have been
equipped with gender sensitive
reporting skills augmented with an
orientation to decent work and
labour standards. These trainers
have vast international and national

journalism experience and a thorough insight into media policies. So
far a batch of 126 journalists has been trained and 700 more
journalists will be trained in 35 additional districts all over the country.
Study visits of journalists will be arranged so that they can apply their
skills and cover the GE4DE issues and achievements. As a result a pool
of specialists' products will be produced including documentaries,
features, news reports, interviews etc. Bridging media with stories will
not just help build thematic content but covering of the real GE4DE
issues will surface voices and faces of women who have never been
heard or seen but they contribute to the economy directly and
indirectly in their respective capacities.

Meet our Master Trainers:
Zaigham Khan: A development practitioner specializing in
the field of communication. He combines strong
academic training in Pakistan and abroad with rich and
varied experience in development communication.
Zaigham Khan holds a degree in social anthropology from the
University of London. Before turning to development, he worked as a
journalist for a decade, mainly in Herald with the Dawn Group. He
combines his training as a social anthropologist with his expertise as a
communication professional that make him suitable for
communication initiatives where sociological understanding of
societies is extremely important.
Adnan Rehmat: Adnan Rehmat has been associated with
the Pakistani media since 1990, principally as a journalist
and media development specialist. For the last few years
he has been associated with efforts on development
strategies for the Pakistani media including radio, TV and print, as the
country's media transitions from a heavily state-controlled sector to
one of pluralisms. He has been involved in advocacy and lobbying on
media development issues including improving access to information,
media legal reforms, raising the profile of women in media, building
news and information capacities of the broadcast sector, and research
and analysis, among others.
Aurangzaib Khan: Aurangzaib Khan has been associated with the
Pakistani development sector in general and media sector in
particular since the early 1990s. His experience includes teaching
theory, field-based and theme- based reporting on human rights and
rule of law issues, elections, gender perspectives, humanitarian
issues, etc, and digital editing techniques. He also heads technical
assistance programs for FM stations that include building newsrooms,
news and current affairs production and theme-based features and
documentary making. He also works with universities across Pakistan,
helping with broadcast curriculum development, trainings for
journalism faculty and students and working journalists.
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Meet our trainers:
Syed Ali Shah
Geographic location: Quetta, Balochistan
Medium: Print and electronic media
Organization: Daily Dawn and Dawn News TV
Combines understated humor with facts to create a favorable environment for learning and understanding
harsh realities of his province – Balochistan. Ali is well-versed in local issues and as trainer, knows how to
drive the learning process through contemplation without getting in the way of the process of self-discovery.
Farhat Parveen
Geographic location: Karachi, Sindh
Medium: Print media
Organization: National Organization for Working Communities
Farhat is confident and knowledgeable. She can command interest and involvement even without going into
a practical exercise. She brings a common touch, a no-nonsense approach to real life issues and a passion
borne out of years of commitment which makes her ideal for training.
Masud Alam
Geographic location: Sialkot, Punjab and Islamabad
Medium: Print and online media
Organization: Recently BBC, now freelance media trainer
A veteran journalist and a skillful trainer, Masud brings personal insight and expertise to the
process of learning that is uncluttered and focused.
Imran Shirvanee
Geographic location: Karachi, Sindh
Medium: Television and radio media
Organization: Recently Geo TV, currently teaching media at SZABIST University
In Imran, years of active journalism, mentoring and teaching come together to render a skillful
trainer that is ideal for media trainings in the districts where journalists do not have access to trainings
Sumaira Jajja
Geographic location: Karachi, Sindh
Medium: Online and print media
Organization: Dawn.com and Dawn daily
She is vocal and expressive, she is knowledgeable and has the abilities of a good trainer.
Iqbal Khattak
Geographic location: Peshawar, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Medium: Print media
Organization: Daily Times and The Friday Times
Iqbal is an experienced journalist and trainer who has a lot of experience of working with
journalists in the districts and is confident handling them in a training environment.
Nisar Abbas
Geographic location: Skardu, Gilgit-Baltistan
Medium: Print and electronic media
Organization: Jang daily and Geo News TV
Nisar has conducted sessions on women as a vulnerable and neglected group. His training
techniques are praised by everyone.
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The media in general is usually not interested in women's perspectives on most issues while perspectives of working
women are routinely ignored. Also, garnering gender perspectives, in general, are considered the domain of female
journalists, not their male counterparts' job. It also does not help that less than 5% of the 17,000 journalists in Pakistan
are women and gender sensitised media content, particularly current affairs, is rare. So serious is this issue that the ILO
has recently launched the largest media development project on any single theme in Pakistan's history on the subject of
“Gender Equality for Decent Employment (GE4DE)”. Funded by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA),
this project will in 2012 train 700 journalists across the country on why gender equality is key to progress, how decent
working conditions improve the ratio of employment and how the media can play a role in improving Pakistan's national
indicators on this count. (Giving Pakistani working women a voice by Adnan Rehmat, You Magazine, The News, 7th
February)

Asadullah Khan
Geographic location: Islamabad
Medium: TV media
Organization: Recently Geo News TV, now Capital TV
Asadullah has a personality that encourages learning through participation. Even though he has mostly
worked with journalists in newsrooms than training, he understands the dynamics of leaning and imparting
information in a wonderfully visual manner. His session on sensitive portrayal of women was one of the
best.
Dr Arif Azad
Geographic location: Chakwal, Punjab and Islamabad
Medium: Print media
Organization: Formerly The News, currently Islamabad Dateline
Arif is confident and eager to learn and teach. His unassuming, friendly personality makes him
easy to work with and does not get in the way of learning – an essential trait for an effective trainer.
Urooj Zia
Geographic location: Karachi, Sindh
Medium: Print and online media
Organization: Formerly Dawn, currently
blogger and activist
Urooj is a great campaigner and proponent of rights.
As a journalist, her investigative journalism work is
quite commendable.
Afia Alam
Geographic location: Karachi, Sindh
Medium: Print and TV media
Organization: Formerly IUCN, now Dawn
News TV
Is a confident trainer. She has a good insight of
issues related to media training in an urban setting.

Try and rephrase these headlines/ captions taken from
Newspapers that we read daily and make these non sexist:
- Baiti ka bojh jatni jaldi uttar jayey uttna hi acha
hey (the burden of a daughter needs to be
removed as quickly as possible)
- Muashray ka Kamzor Tabqa (the weak segment
of the society) usually used for women
- Kanwari Maan ne Gunahoon ka bojh kooray key
dher par phaink diya (virgin mother throws her
burden of sin – her baby - on a garbage dump).
- Saat bachoon ki ma aashna key sath bagh gayi
(mother of seven elopes with lover).
- Aaurat to hoti hi Naqasul Aqal hey (a woman is
intellectually inferior).
- Ghairat Mand Bhai nay behan ko tikhanay laga
diya (honorable brother puts sister to a deserving
death).
- Barhana Laash Mili Hai (naked body found)
- Khubroo Doshiza aur nojawan rang ralian kartay
giraftar (Young beauty and youth caught in a
compromising position)

As a next step, Journalism Plus will be taken to
colleges and universities and particularly to mass
communication department to be integrated into
their curricula. At least 300 students of 10
universities in all four provinces will be oriented to
gender sensitive journalistic and reporting skills. This will be done through special orientation lectures and
presentations in identified colleges in on campus sessions.

KEEP FOLLOWING OUR NEXT EDITIONS TO KNOW ABOUT OUR JOURNALISM EXCELLENCE AWARDS
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Gender Convention:
DRIVERS, ENABLERS AND ACHIEVERS
In order to commemorate its
work and support towards
empowerment of women at the
local and national levels, the ILO
organized a show casing event on
"Gender Equality for Decent
Employment: Drivers, Enablers
and Achievers "
The Convention was organized
jointly by two ILO projects;
Promoting Gender Equality for
Decent Employment (GE4DE) and
Towards Gender Disparity (TGP).
Instead of having a series of
events with different
stakeholders, we brought
together all our stakeholders
under one roof. So the event had
a bit of everything; from
discussions with media on
gender sensitive reporting,
government signing MOUs on
gender mainstreaming, dialogue
with employers, promoting
gender responsive policies, live
cooking to demonstrate the skills
by women from Gwadar and
Lahore, to slapstick comedy and
caricatures that highlighted
gender issues from angles that
were new to the audience and
helped trigger thought and
reflection on their understanding
of gender roles. The event
connected women's experiences
with the public in an enriching
and compelling way.
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Mr. Mustafa Nawaz Kokhar, Prime Minister's Advisor on Human Rights presided over the event and
stressed that Pakistan being a signatory to number of international and national conventions, such
as Convention C100 and C111 on discrimination and protocols on labour laws and human rights is
obligated to produce positive results against targets set forth in its national policies and plans of
action. The need is to have a national commission as a formal mechanism to redress complaints
about gender inequality.

A documentary film that followed the lives of women achievers called “Women of Courage” was played
at the knowledge sharing stall that highlighted the efforts of women in the world of work and
showcased the challenges they embrace for earning a livelihood. The Knowledge Sharing Stall also
displayed ILO publications and advocacy tools.
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Alice Shackleford, Country
Representative, UN Women
attended the Gender Convention
and stressed on the importance
of the role of all stakeholders;
Government, Employers and
Workers in taking forward the
issue of Gender Equality.

Women, also from Gwadar,
trained in food and
hospitality stimulated the
audience's palettes with
their fish delicacies that
have reportedly earned
them an income of Rs
1000/person/day during
Ramzan.

The Canadian High
Commissioner Mr. Ross Hynes
endorsed the importance of
gender mainstreaming and
highlighted the focus of donors
on the prosperity of both
women and men of Pakistan. All
the provincial Labour Secretaries
signed a MOU on Gender
Mainstreaming and committed
to affirmative action against
discrimination at workplace.

SPEAK (Sharing Practices,
Experiences, Awareness and
Knowledge); a web portal for
gender equal best practices was
also launched to provide an
interactive forum for employers
and workers to share their work
and experiences.
An individual or Company can
sign up on SPEAK and share their
experiences vis-a-vis practices of
Gender Equality at their
workplace.
http://bestpractices.ge4de.org/R
egister.aspx

Solar Engineer from Gwadar
trained to install, maintain and
repair solar panel based
electrification systems under
the GE4DE skills development
programme
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Participants of What's my Line: (from right to left - first row)
-Dr Ghazala, Deep Sea Diver and Marine Sample Collector
-Zahida Kazmi, Taxi Driver who goes long routes to Afghanistan
-Nasreen, Commando, Elite Police Force
-Sherry Bano, Carpenter, Hunza
-Aqeela Malik, Mason at Women Social Enterprise
-Noor Jahan, Electrician, Hunza
-Leena Aziz, Asia’s first Cricket Commentator
“’What's my Line (of profession)' was a lot of fun. I would not have really thought about the professions that
these women guests represented, since these professions are typically male dominated. The show format was
really interesting, the panelists; Muneeza Hashmi and Jamal Shah asked 5 questions each to reach at the correct
profession of the guests. At the end of the final question, the guest would introduce themselves and their
occupations and their struggle towards their achievement. The soft spoken Sheri Bano from Hunza just did not
look like a carpenter. We have seen male carpenters; rough, sharp but never had we seen women carpenters
who were tidier and more industrious than men. Bano has challenged all those stereotypes and proved that
they are not just keen but can also demonstrate logical thinking and technological creativity. Bano is capable of
making roofs, walls, furniture, rooms and entire buildings. Dr Ghazala's conviction that women can do anything
was also obvious through her work and her efforts in becoming the only woman deep sea diver and marine
sample woman collector in Pakistan. Other guests included a cricket commentator, a taxi driver, a commando
police woman, and an electrician, ALL who were women!” shared Zain, a Student at FAST University.
Shahtoons: Shahtoon is inspired from illustrative that has both the
capacity to depict relatively complex messages with the simplicity of a
picture. National caricature artist and editorial cartoonist for a leading
English Daily 'The News' Mr. Akhter Shah drew live sketches at the
event. The artist was seated on-stage with an overhead projector and
would live-draw the caricatures. This format engaged and retained the
audience throughout while stimulating them intellectually as the story
evolved with each stroke of the sketch. On conclusion the audience
were given some time to conclude their intellectual discourse on the
completed caricature and then prompted to share their perception of the
image. The artist would then conclude each caricature with the actually
intended message.The audience perception of the caricature image was
always around but there was always that space for filling in resulting in
the 'ahha!' moment of deeper realization. The artists has graciously
agreed to donate all 6 caricature drawings to the ILO for use in its
publications and other media and to use for taking the cause of Gender
Equality further. These images were also showcased to the senior media
representatives as use of visual communication to report more
impactfully on gender and labour related matters.

The role-reversal technique was used in this plot
whereby the roles were switched and realization
was achieved through a mix of satirical display of
challenges faced by the male gender while trying to
come up to their own expectations. The role plays
were presented by Khwaja Online and Group.
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Childbearing/rearing
responsibilities, and domestic tasks
done by women, required to
guarantee the maintenance and
reproduction of the labour force.
It includes not only biological
reproduction but also the care and
maintenance of the work force
(male partner and working children)
and the future work force (infants
and school going children)

Policy Forum with Media Personnel on Gender Responsive Reporting. The participants
signed a National Media Declaration committing to Ethical codes of reporting on positive
portrayal of women in media particularly working women
From Left to Right: Javed Choudhry, Muneeza Hashmi, Zaigham Khan, Frida Khan, Adnan
Rehmat and Dr. Salman Asif
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Two women from Sialkot moved the audience with their stories of hope and achievement. Both used to be
home based, piece rate football stitchers making no more than Rs 1500/month. With ILO's assistance, they
were trained and linked to microcredit, and now one of them has found waged employment and earns Rs. 7000
a month with all benefits such as transport and overtime, and the other has set up her own shoe making and
livestock business.

The audience listening/discussing research
findings from several TGP researches on
barrier to women's participation in the
Labour Force.

Peace and Development Foundation along with ILO has researched on the
factors behind the wide disparities in youth employment programs in Pakistan.
The lack of opportunities and appropriate education stand the main reasons for
unemployment in the country. Non-availability of separate toilet facilities,
administrative support, and working conditions are some of the secondary
reasons that become a hurdle in school dropout. According to the research,
about 30 per cent of persons surveyed have no support from their academic
background to their job background. Many of the employed youth have not
attended any skills development programs. While only a small percentage (30
per cent) have some information regarding Youth Employment programs, out
of which only 47 per cent are women.
The male-dominated public transport system in the country plays significant
effect on the social and psychological behaviors of women workers both at
workplace and within their and domestic reign. In order to understand the attitude
of male drivers as well as male passengers towards female passengers and their
problems, a survey of a selected route has been carried out. What transpired
through this initiative was that the male drives and passengers had a very
discouraging attitude towards female passengers. As an experiment, a project for
the provision of decent transport for working women was launched. Under this
project, a selected group of drivers were oriented to gender issues and women
rights and integrated as advocates of social change.
Motorway police has also collaborated with ILOin ensuring Driver’s Education
Programme through dissemination of IEC material on respect for Gender and the
provision of a decent transport system for women that shall encourage more of
them to join the mainstream economy.

Child care centers are a great
facility especially for nuclear
families, double income
families, vulnerable women
and working parents having
children with “special needs”.
ILO's survey shows that the
female workers who avail
child daycare facilities have
shown improved productivity.
The setup and operational cost
of child care center is
generally less than the costs
associated with other
employee retention models.
Provision of childcare services
positively depicts and impacts
company's brand value, quality
of workforce entering the
company, efficiency and
output of employees. The
problem is the lack of
awareness about what a
'childcare center' means and
the weak female voice as from
a very male dominated
employee union.

“Integrated Support to Home-Based Workers”: The ILO and HomeNet have launched
various economic activities in various cities of the country to engage the home-based
workers in Chick Making in Kasur, Football Stitching in Sialkot, Quilt Making in
Faisalabad, Cloth Recycling in Hyderabad and Ralli-Making in Umerkot. These activities
have led to a visible change in socio-economic life of beneficiary home-based workers and
provision of decent work opportunities. The ILO will continue to support in the
formulation and finalization of HBWs policies in the provinces
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show
AND tell

A broad range of skills,
experiences, and perspectives to
decision making leads to better
overall stewardship and oversight
of organisations. It could be
concluded that hiring women onto
boards is important, not as an
obligatory act to meet gender or
racial quotas, but as good business
sense.

Usually, advocacy is rather one
sided activity with an expert
lecturing an audience on what is
right and expected. It is not very
often that the audience is asked
what they want to know. GE4DE,
in its quest to try new approaches
to advocacy, and building on its
research to document best
practices of GE in the workplace,
piloted a new strategy, Show and
Tell. The central idea of Show and
It is important to know what
needs to be in place to attract and Tell is to sensitize employers
engage women (KNOW HOW) but through exposure/study visits to
select organizations that are
it is also important to remember
recognized for practicing gender
that companies pursue programs
equality at the workplace. These
and practices that specifically fit
visits will allow employers to
their organization, their workers,
and their managers (SHOW HOW). experience first-hand how gender
equal practices benefit not only
Advocating gender equality with
the employee but also the
employers so that more of them
business in terms of improved
adapt policies, practices and
productivity, efficiency, quality,
programmes that are gender
motivation and most importantly,
responsive and allow more and
increase in profit. Basically many
more women to work in the
mainstream can be done through people have the know-how, and
sharing model approaches used by these visits provided the show
how.
other employers from the same
region or around the world.
Precedents thus are important for Show and Tell by virtue of its
investors to see if their investment design can be implemented in any
sector; be it media, hospitality or
will yield them any profit and/or
textile. The nature of employer-towill it result into making their
business more competitive in the employer sensitization involves
tour of workplace and facilities,
market.
interaction with employees
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regarding nature of benefits
accruing to them, and most
importantly, interactive
discussions with the host
organization to understand the
economic reasons for employing
gender equal practices.
The GE4DE organized two Show
and Tell for the garment
manufacturing industry for 32
employers including:
- Those who had heard of
GE at the workplace but
feel that this is purely a
social cause which has no
direct linkage with their
business growth and profit
- Those who had the
intention to pursue GE for
social and business
reasons at the workplace,
but are unsure where to
start and how
- Those who were currently
pursuing some form of GE
and would like to augment
their efforts by learning
other best practices
- Those who are senior
managers and oversee
Human Resource and
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Administration in their
organizations
The first visit was hosted by
Crescent Bahuman Ltd. (CBL) in
Pindi Bhattian. Crescent Bahuman
Ltd. (CBL) is a pioneer in local
denim exporting high quality
fabric and Jeanswear. Besides
many other certifications, CBL is
an ISO 9001, ISO 14001, WRAP
and SA 8000 certified company
(CBL, 2011).
CBL workforce comprises of 30%
representation of women in the
total workforce and 10% in the
management. The management
appreciates its women workers
and acknowledges their ability to
multitask. Women can perform
up to standard in all kinds of
departments provided working
conditions are favourable.
“The presence of women in
collective bargaining associations
and authorities also helps civilize
the negotiation process. Most
importantly however, the
collective impact of gender
equality at the workplace has led
to harmony, discipline,
commitment and diligence, which
are key drivers of efficiency and
increased productivity at CBL “,
said Azher Bilal, HR Manager.
The second visit was hosted by
Masood Textile Mills (MTM) in
Faisalabad. MTM is one of the
few fully vertical textile mills in
Pakistan having in-house yarn,
knitting, fabric dyeing,
processing, laundry and apparel
manufacturing facilities. Women
represent 25% of the total
workforce and have
representation in almost all
departments.

“Despite having
faced several
challenges,
MTM was able
to attract a
considerable
number of women to the
workplace by continuously
pursuing the cause through
community mobilization and
sensitization.
The provision of child care
facilities is a big catch for women
who have family responsibilities
entirely dumped on their
shoulders and we find that these
are important facilities for women
to stay productive and a very
good retention strategy for MTM.
People ask me what is my trade
secret? I say women”,
Shahid Nazir, CEO, MTM

MTM pursues gender equality at
the workplace as they believe it is
an investment strategy. MTM as a
commercial entity encourages
women workers to join and
retains them by investing in their
benefits such as training women
in technology intensive activities
at the production floor. MTM
believes that they have high
return on investing in women
because women are found more
committed and their average
work tenure of three years with
the company helps enhance
business growth and profitability.
MTM has seen increased
profitability by hiring women in
the production department,
amongst other benefits like high
quality products; discipline,
punctuality; better efficiency;

Some other features of the gender equal policies and practices include:
—
Education enhancement policy
—
Uniform for workers to promote equality
—
Separate café for women and men, provision of meals at subsidized
rates
—
Separate toilets
—
Maternity leave
—
Flexible working hours
—
Doctors and hospital available at work place
—
Residential facilities
—
Pick and drop
The three main challenges related to women in the workplace in Pakistan are
stereotyping, glass ceilings and sticky floors. The stereotyping starts long before
women come into the workplace – it is simply part of the socialization process.
Certain traits are attributed to girls related to those they are expected to exhibit
in their reproductive role such as nurturing, loving, caring, patient, sacrificing,
etc., and are transmuted on to professions that are deemed therefore
biologically (i.e., actually, socially) acceptable – teaching, cleaning, nursing,
medicine, etc. This stereotyping also finds its way into the education and training
system. In the vocational training sector, courses on offer in women's institutes
usually concentrate on skills associated with women's reproductive roles, such
as sewing and crafts, which lead to less profitable employment than many of the
'male' skill training areas. This gap is especially marked in technical education
where women's enrolment comprises only 7% of the total. This also points to the
fact that gender divided training not only confines women to certain fields, but
also excludes men and boys from pursuing vocations not considered 'men's'
trades. (Giving Pakistani working women a voice by Adnan Rehmat, You
Magazine, The News, 7th February)
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loyalty to the firm; and increased
productivity that translated into
more profit.
At the end of the Show and Tell,
the employers voluntarily signed
a commitment to promote
gender equality in the textile
sector. This non binding
commitment was made on behalf
of the individual to lobby for
gender equality as an investment
strategy in his/her organization
and communicate any significant
change/prospect for change
achieved after 3 and 6 months of
the date of the commitment. The
objective is to make sure that
participants do not forget about
what they have learnt during
Show and Tell and are committed
to try and replicate one or more
of the gender equal
policies/practices in their
organization/s.

During the Show and Tell, participants shared their own ideas and experience on how to promote GE in the
workplace.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY & TREATMENT IN EMPLOYMENT
CBL's CEO has instituted a policy of affirmative action to ensure the employment of women in every department of
the organization. This action is a Key Performance Indicator for the HR department which is monitored
periodically. Narrating the practices of his previous organization, one of the participants shared the practice of
hiring couples at the workplace in order to improve retention post marriage. The organization also promoted
intra-company marriages by doubling the monetary value of marriage grant in comparison to the regular marriage
grant amount. On the other hand, Sapphire Textile Ltd operates a training centre of industrial stitching for
handicapped women and men so that they may have a chance to integrate in the mainstream job market.
EQUAL ACCESS TO HEALTHY, SAFE WORK ENVIRONMENT & SOCIAL SECURITY
Bismillah Textile Ltd has constructed 32 houses for widowed women employees who cannot afford decent
housing on their own. The company also pays for the utility bills of these 32 houses.
In Interloop, pregnant women are given relaxation breaks during working hours.
EQUALITY IN MEANINGFUL CAREER DEVELOPMENT
In Prime Safety MIDAS, the grades of inducted women trainees are improved through cross departmental training.
Moreover, the organization assigns good performers the task of supervisors in order to motivate, grow and retain
them.
REPRESENTATION & VOICE
Interloop has established a Gender Diversity Committee where women workers share their concerns and
recommendations, which are directly communicated to Board of Directors.
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in the training and they are now
responsible for integrating all or
parts of it in the programmes
currently underway. The project
has received a good feedback of
the training on Skills Plus from
both the trainers and trainees.

SKILLS
PLUS
The working environment is
forever changing and the
employees should be able to
change with it. Productivity,
innovation, and competitiveness
all depend on developing the
workers' learning capability.
Machinery and processes are
transferable between companies
and countries, but it is the
application of human knowledge
to technology and systems that
provides the competitive edge.
This need was reiterated at the
GE4DE stakeholders' consultation
during 2012 and 2011 where it
was recommended that training
can be made a more empowering
experience for workers, if they
know about their rights, laws and
how to invoke them. Employers
also want more rounded skills not
just technical competency but
skills like communication, team
work and others so that they are
able to maintain a workforce that
is compatible with technological
changes, work pressures, client
diversity and other internal or
external factors.

skills called Skills Plus was put
together. The draft module is
compiled in Urdu so that the
target beneficiaries women and
men in rural and urban areas,
majority of whose is either
illiterate or semi-literate may
easily comprehend the concepts
and those who can read, may use
the handbook as reference
material. This module can
complement any training
programme.
“Effective communication is a
basic skill that not only enhances
employability but enables a
person to better perform in a
team and claim for his/her rights.
Similarly, each worker needs to
know his /her fundamental
labour rights in line with national
laws and International labour
standards. My experience is that
talking about the issues of
harassment and physical
wellbeing gives workers
awareness that these issues are
pertinent for effectiveness at
work and after receiving this
training many of them are much
more vocal and concerned about
these issues”, shared Sara, trainer
Basic and Reproductive Health.

….Amongst all sessions, we liked
the session on Workers' Rights,
earlier, we never heard about
workers' rights and labour laws.
We found it very useful, as the
knowledge we acquired will
protect us our rights at work
place” ... (Zeba, Graduate, Training
in Marble Mosaic by SOHB,
Lasbela- HUB)
…We liked the session on basic
and reproductive health most.
The session was delivered by a
lady doctor, and no man was
present during the session. We
learnt about simple protective
measures that may help avoiding
many infections, leading to
gynaecological problems. We
comfortably discussed few of our
common reproductive health
issues with the lady doctor and
received good piece of advice
from her. We have now realized
that how important it is to take
care of small things in life to be a
healthy and productive worker”
(Samina, trainee of SBS, Karachi)
Skills plus module was discussed
with the industry and they were
convinced that workers need to
know their rights and
responsibilities to be productive,
leading to increased productivity
(Mr.Kamran Sandhu, Principal,
PRGTTI)

GE4DE implementing partners for
skills training development
The recommendation was taken
programmes were trained on Skills
up by the GE4DE project and a
Plus and how to deliver it in their
comprehensive package training
programmes. 12 Lead trainers
containing basic and augmentative from various projects participated
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MEASURE OF

EMPOWERMENT-

a baseline study

In many programmes, be it because of constraints of time, money or the imagination, providing training is
considered enough. Other programmes make the vital link between training and employment; success is
measured in terms of the number of people who find employment as a result of and commensurate to their
training. With regards to women, such projects make the assumption, often rightly, that training, employment
and their subsequent economic returns lead to women's empowerment and therefore, gender equality. But it is
nevertheless, usually an assumption. The assumption in turn, is often borne out by women's testimonies by the
end of the project. But these are nevertheless, usually anecdotal.
In order to measure how GE4DE's skills development programmes affect women's empowerment, GE4DE has
commissioned ex-ante and ex-post surveys to gather data about the existing situation of women and measure
change as a result of the skills development intervention. GE4DE has developed its own, unique tool for the
survey, combining Longwe's framework which defines five hierarchical dimensions of empowerment and Moser's
Triple Role Framework which looks at the different roles that a woman performs. The extent to which these are
present in any area of social or economic life determines the level of women's empowerment. Baseline data of
389 women has been collected using a mix of quantitative and qualitative tools and methods. Change against this
baseline will be measured through end lines to be conducted at the end of the skills training programmes.
Not a single respondent recognise her contribution to the household income when asked if they worked. When
asked if certain work is for men and certain for women, they said “Men are smarter than us (mental capability to
comprehend situations) and they are physically also strong. We cannot work in every field, whereas our men can
work in every field”, shared Sabina Ahmed, lead researcher, CEO, Value Resources.
Who are we training?
The profile of trainees of GE4DE skills development training programmes are as follows:

Trainees and Regions

Age of Women trainees
5%
23%

14%
42%

8%
70%
37%
Urban

Peri-Urban

Rural

Marital Profile of Women trainees
of skills development programmes

15-20 years

30-40 years

40 years and above

Total Income of Women Trainees
of GE4DE skills development programmes (PKR)
1%

1% 2%

49%

20-30 years

17%

48%

82%

Married
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Single

Divorced

Widowed

less than 10,000

10000-20000

20000-50000

more than 50000
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Roles
Dimensions of
Empowermenti

Reproductive

Productive

Community
Management/Political
Mobilisation

Control

Do you decide on how your
own income is spent in the
household? How do you
spend your income?

Does your husband own
land/property? Do you
own land/property? Does
your husband own a
mobile phone? Do you
own a mobile phone? Do
you get the same
salaries/wages as your
male counterparts?
(Yes/No) If no, then how
much is the difference.

Are you a member of any
community or political
group (position)? Are you
responsible for the upkeep
or management of any
community asset?
(communal tap, building
etc)

Participation

Who in your family decides
what and how much should be
spent on domestic expenditures
(like food, and clothes)?
Who in your family decides
whether to purchase major
goods for the household, such
as a TV/refrigerator/etc.?
Can you give your opinion freely
to your husband when a decision
needs to be made regarding
household expenditures?
Can you give your opinion freely
to your husband's family when
a decision needs to be made
regarding the household
expenditures?

If not, are you free to use the
mobile phone as and when you
want? Who decided you
should/could work? Who
decided you could take this
training course?

Did you have to take permission
from someone before joining the
group (Who?) Are you consulted
in matters pertaining to the
community organisation/political
group exactly like men are? Are
you able to compete for
positions of leadership without
being discriminated against on
the basis of being a woman?

Conscientisation

Do you think if the wife is
working outside the home, then
the husband should help her with
the children and household
chores? Do you consider that
most of the important decisions
in the family should be made by
the man?

Do you think women can only
do certain types of work, and
men can only do certain types of
work? Do you think women can
be/should be the main economic
providers for their family?

Do you think women can be
leaders just as good as men?

Access

Whose permission do you need
to visit the;
-local market,
-local health center,
-community center,
-relatives or friends homes,
-nearby village etc.
(Answer: Mother/Father/Sister/
Brother/Husband/Other/
No one) Can you use public
transport?

Who goes to the market to buy or
sell goods? Do you prefer to send
boys to school/training over
girls? Have you ever taken a loan
for business? Has your father/
husband ever taken a loan for
business? Who is responsible for
paying the loan? If you need
something for yourself where
do you get the money from?

Do you know how to join a
local community or political
organisation?

Do the girls and women in the
family eat together with the
boys and men? Do they eat
the same? Is there any
preference exercised in the
allocation of portions/cuts? Do
you use birth control? Did you
have to seek your husband's
permission? If girls/women and
boys/men are ill do they
get equal priority in going to
see a doctor?

Do you earn an income? You're
your husband earn an income?
Who earns more?

Does your local community
organisation consult you as
a community member? Are
men consulted by them? Do
political representatives
come to you as a constituent
or do they only come
to the men?

Welfare

SGNs

PGNs

SGNs: Strategic gender interests/needs are those women identify because of their subordinate position to men in their society. They relate to issues of power and control and the gender
division of labour. Strategic interests/needs may include, changes in the gender division of labour (women to take on work not traditionally seen as women's work, men take more responsibility
for child care and domestic work), legal rights, an end to domestic violence, equal wages and women's control over their own bodies. They are not as easily identified by women themselves as
their practical interests/needs, therefore, they may need specific opportunities to do so. Practical and strategic gender interests/needs should not be seen as separate, but rather as a
continuum. By consulting women on their practical gender interests/needs an entry point to address gender inequalities in the longer term (strategic gender interests/needs) can be created.
PGNs: These are gender needs that women and men can easily identify, as they relate to living conditions. Women may identify safe water, food, health care, cash income, as immediate needs
which they must meet. Meeting women's practical gender needs is essential in order to improve living conditions, but in itself it will not change the prevailing disadvantaged (subordinate)
position of women. It may in fact reinforce the gender division of labour.
i: Longwe's framework is based on the notion of five different 'levels of equality'. The extent to which these are present in any area of social or economic life determines the level of women's
empowerment. These levels of equality are hierarchical, suggesting that a development intervention that focuses on the higher levels are more likely to increase women's empowerment, than
one focusing on the lower levels. Equal control over resources such as land is on a higher level (control), than access to the land, a lower level (welfare).
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Control

Using the participation of women in the decision-making process to achieve balance
of control between men and women over the factors of production, without one in
a position of dominance.

Participation

Pertains to women's equal participation in the decision-making process, policymaking, planning and administration.

Conscientisation

Pertains to an understanding of the difference between sex roles and gender roles
and the belief that gender relations and the gender division of labour should be fair
and agreeable to both sides, and not based on the domination of one over the other

Access

This is understood in the framework as women's equality of access with men to the
factors of production such as land, credit, labour, training, marketing facilities, and all
public services and benefits. Equality of access is linked to equality of opportunity,
which usually needs reform of the law to remove all forms of discrimination against
women.

Welfare

This is defined as the level of women's material welfare (income, food supply, health
care) relative to men

Reproductive

This work involves all the tasks associated with supporting and servicing the current
and future workforce – those who undertake or will undertake productive work. It
includes child-bearing and nurture, but is not limited to these tasks. It has
increasingly been referred to as “social reproduction” to indicate the broader scope
of the term than the activities associated with biological reproduction. Socially
reproductive activities include childcare, food preparation, care for the sick,
socialisation of the young, attention to ritual and cultural activities through which the
society's work ethic is transmitted, and the community sharing and support which is
essential to the survival of economic stress. The fact that reproductive work is the
essential basis of productive work is the principal argument for the economic
importance of reproductive work, even though most of it is unpaid, and therefore
unrecorded in national accounts.

Productive

This is work that produces goods and services for exchange in the market place (for
income). Some analysts, especially those working on questions of equality between
men and women, include the production of items for consumption by the household
under this definition, even though they never reach the market place, regarding this
as consumption of a form of non-monetary income. Both men and women contribute
to family income with various forms of productive work, although men predominate
in productive work, especially at the higher echelons of remuneration.

Community Management

Work that supports collective consumption and maintenance of community
resources (e.g., local government, irrigation systems management, education, etc.)
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UPDATES & UPCOMING
DECENT WORK COUNTRY PROGRAMME-II
Senior delegates representing Federal and
Provincial Governments, Employers' and Workers'
organization deliberated and concurred on
strategic targets to receive ILO's support in next
four years. ILO technical support will respond to
the changed scenario in the post 18th
Constitutional Amendments and devolution of
labour subject to the provinces.

and Mr. Khalil-ur-Rehman, head of Delegation,
Pakistan Workers' Federation were present at the
event.
ILO Delhi Decent Work Task Force Team including
Ms Tine Staermose Director ILO Decent Work
Team Delhi, and other experts participated and
gave their advice for the planning of the next
biennium goals.

WORKING WOMEN'S DAY
22nd December in 2010 was declared as Working
Women's Day in recognition of the struggle of
working women to secure a dignified and
respectful working environment. It is also
celebrated to acknowledge the economic
contributions made by women to the country.

During next four years, ILO will provide technical
support to Ministry of Human Resource
Development, and Provincial Labour
Departments, Employers Federation of Pakistan,
and Pakistan Workers Federation in the following
strategic areas:
- Employment of vulnerable groups
- Employable skills/systems promoted
- Sustainability of enterprises and
entrepreneurship promoted
- Social protection floor
- Increased capacity of employers organizations
- Increased capacities of workers organizations
- Labour administration in-line with
international labour standards
- Elimination of forced labour and human
trafficking
- Promotion and support the elimination of
child labour in worst forms
- Ratification and application of ILS
- National and provincial policies and one UN
program on Decent Work
The planning meeting was attended by Mr. Abdul
Qayyum Kakar Secretary Government of
Balochistan, Captain (R) Aizaz ur Rehman,
Secretary Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Mr. Hasan Iqbal, Secretary Government of
Punjab, Mr. Kashif Gulzar Director Labour Sindh,
and Central labour Advisor. Also Mr U R Usmani
representing Employers' Federation of Pakistan

GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN LABOUR
MACHINERY
Secretaries of all five provincial Departments of
Labour and ILO came together to sign
Memoranda of Understanding to mainstream
gender in their work.
By signing the Memoranda of Understanding, the

ILO and the Departments of Labour formalised
their joint collaboration towards gender
mainstreaming in the world of work through
establishing Gender Units under which the ILO
will provide technical assistance for capacity
development. Each provincial Gender Unit has a
nominated Gender Focal Person with additional
staff to lead the process of mainstreaming gender
across the Departments' work. The Gender Units
should ultimately be equipped to scan all DOL
developmental projects, plans, proposals and
budgets with a gender lens to ensure that the
practical and strategic needs and realities of
women, men, girls and boys are properly
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addressed.
“The signing of the MoUs reflects ILO's
commitment to the agenda. We believe that
gender equality in the world of work is not only a
matter of human rights and justice for workers, it
also makes good business sense for employers
and is instrumental in achieving economic growth
and poverty reduction at national level”, said Mr.
Francesco d' Ovidio, Country Director, ILO
Pakistan.
Each provincial department is implementing a six
month pilot on various ways to mainstream
gender in their work. 87 Labour inspectors and
92 project developers and implementers have
been trained in gender mainstreamed labour
inspection and the project cycle respectively. A
checklist for gendered labour inspection has been
developed and will be tested during inspection in
2012. The government of Gilgit Baltistan is also
developing a gender responsive labour policy
with the ILO's assistance.

CIDA'S DELEGATION VISITED GE4DE
PROJECTS
On 20th January 2012, CIDA delegation including
Susan and Sherry Greaves and ILO Country
Director along with his team visited GE4DE
project site in Lahore. The visit was to Pakistan
Readymade Garments Technical Training Institute
(PRGTTI), a Government institute run by
employees' board, where a training programme
for women and men on garment machine
operation, quality control and assurance, and

supervisory skills was underway. The delegation
was given an update and orientation to the
project, met the women trainees and talked to
them about their aspirations. The uniqueness of
the project is that it involved employers and
industry from the very start of the project
including competency standards development.
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The first batch of trainees completed their
training and has joined M/s Sapphire and M/s
Gulf Nishat for on-the-job training, with all
benefits. Sapphire and Nishat group has
committed to employ all graduates as regular
employees. As a special measure for women,
PRGTTI negotiated with management and
arranged pick and drop facility for the graduates
and further negotiations are made with
employers for expanding transport routes to
specially include women trainees who live in
outer skirts of Lahore and cannot access the
training facilities.
The training was based on competency standards
development under the project. Other industries
have shown an interest in the use of competency
standards CEO DELTA garments has requested
PRGTTI to conduct Skill Needs Assessment (SNA)
using competency based approach and deliver
training of supervisory skills to his team including
women and men. He emphasized that industry
will pay for this themselves

WOMEN IN GWADAR INTERVIEWED FOR
GEOMENTARY- EXPERIENCE OF THE GEO
TEAM
Having heard about the GE4DE's work on skills
development for women, GEO contacted us for
permission to cover the women trained by the
project in Gwadar for their documentary, “Behind
the Counter”, the documentary focuses on
experience of women who work behind the
counter and directly and indirectly interact with
contractors. In this documentary, communities of
Gwadar were also interviewed. These
communities are where GE4DE launched its skills
training project with Pakistan Wetlands
Programme to impart training to women and
men in solar energy development and food
production. The GEO team told GE4DE news that
their experience was quite an eye opener,
especially because it is believed that Gwadar is a
backward and conservative area of Balochistan,
contrary to which their interaction with the
community was quite exciting. They found the
women in the community not only confident but
also ready to bring change. These women are
playing an instrumental role in helping their
families in maintaining economy at the
household, community and the national level.
Some of the women told GEO how before the
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ILO's training they were helping clean fish but
now the women who are trained in food
production are reached out by local hotels for
catering services. Women trained on solar
electrification installation and maintenance are
able to maintain their own domestic solar
electricity systems and those of the community.
This has resulted in significant saving on kerosene
and repair and maintenance costs. GEO was
extremely obliged with the hospitality of the
people they met. They are thankful to ILO for
showing them a different side of the lives of
people in the community of Gwadar.

INVESTING IN GENDER EXPERTISE
“Gender Academy is a consolidation of high level
training techniques aimed at increasing
awareness of gender equality principles and at
providing practical tools for their implementation.
To me this exclusive forum served for discussion
and sharing of new experiences, it was an
advanced learning platform altogether!”said
Sajila Sohail Khan, Gender Advisor, GE4DE, ILO
Islamabad.

About 124 participants from 55 countries
attended the Gender Academy
representing Government, Employers,
Workers, Donors, NGOs, Media, ILO and
other UN agencies. The first Gender
Academy organised, in Turin was a historic
event.
the workplace; employment protection and nondiscrimination; breastfeeding and childcare
arrangements). A step forward was discussion on
how to convince employers to extend these
benefits to the women workers. I think after the
training I am better able to conduct trainings
specially addressing the concerns of employers
who are concerned with economic return on
investment.
It was an opportune time for me to attend the
training because I got the chance to share
GE4DE's work on gender mainstreaming in Skills
development programmes, policies and practices
and media Participants were particularly
interested in GE4DE's module on gender
responsive reporting and there were several
requests to share the module.
Friends from other countries shared their
experiences and requested that the model be
shared with them for contextualization to their
specific geographic contexts.

ILO SKILLS ACADEMY - SKILLS FOR
IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY, EMPLOYMENT
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
The focus of the Academy is on “how to”,
critically reviewing available tools and practical
methods from a gender perspective such that
they can be designed and tested in other national
or regional contexts, and adapted to your own
environment. The participants shared
experiences and information with each other and
identified appropriate strategies for
collaboration. At each step we solicited advice
from the resource persons who brought with
them an unmatched international expertise.
We were taught how mainstream gender while
designing, assessing and formulating policies and
laws on labour. Of special interest was the
designing of social protection package including
maternity protection at work (maternity leave;
cash and medical benefits; health protection at

We know that skills development fuels
innovation, productivity, investment and
enterprise development and diversification of the
economy, which sustains and accelerates the
creation of more and better jobs. Increasing
accessibility to good training enables more
people to participate in and benefit from
economic growth and thus improves social
cohesion. But what are the policies, practices and
strategies that help bring about this virtuous
circle? This was the purpose of the first ILO Skills
Academy – to stimulate learning and knowledge
exchange on major policy challenges and options
for building effective, responsive and inclusive
skills development systems and to discuss some
of the latest trends in the area of skills
development and technical and vocational
education and training. Frida Khan, NPC GE4DE,
took part in the Skills Academy in October 2011
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and shared the project's work on skills
development. Participants were particularly
interested in the project's experience of working
with women in rural areas and developing links
with markets. Many readily identified with the
challenges faced and shared their own learning
on how to overcome them. Sessions on informal
apprenticeships were particularly relevant to the
context in which GE4DE works, and some of the
good practices are being integrated in a project
the GE4DE hopes to implement which includes an

WOMEN ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT (WEE)
GE4DE participated in the WEE forum organized
by CIDA in Islamabad. All CIDA partners
presented their project updates, unexpected
results, lessons learnt and key challenges. As
much as it was exciting, it was interesting to note
similar trends of key challenges across projects.
The GE4DE project's work with media got special
appreciation for its uniqueness, unexpected
results in terms of achieveing beyond targets and
the products such as Journalism Plus that have
received wide acceptance within media.

HOME BASED WORKERS

element of strengthening community based
training resources. There were also several
sessions with leading experts from the field and
academia on issues of strategic importance
including coordination, latest trends in skills
development policies and mainstreaming skills in
crisis. “It was interesting to see how many
methodologies in skills development can be
applied to other areas too. For instance, we
discussed the value chain method of
mainstreaming skills development, which
essentially involves identifying a 'champion'
company that promotes skills development in its
own organisation and working with them to
promote working with companies along their
supply/value chain that also promote skills
development, as an incentive for more and more
smaller companies to invest in their employees
skills enhancement. To me, this idea immediately
occurred to me as a promising model to promote
gender equality – identifying organisations that
promote gender equality and seeing if they would
be willing to demand gender equal policies from
their suppliers too”. All in all, the Skills Academy
was a wonderful opportunity to practitioners
from all around their world to explore new trends
in skills development, identify strategies for
practical application in their own countries and
share and learn the approaches, experiences and
good practices of skills development from all
around the world.
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ILO and UN Women provided technical assistance
in the development of the National Policy for the
protection of Home Based Workers. The draft is
now being debated by Provincial departments to
be taken up as the provincial policy. GE4DE will
be providing support in the finalization of these
policies and finally assist the departments in their
implementation. For its finalization, Punjab has
formed a provincial council for HBWs and Sindh
has formed a Task Force and are inviting
comments on the drafts. The provincial
departments will review the existing labour laws
and their applicability on HBWs for extending
social protection and data collection at the
provincial levels. They will also chalk out
mechanisms for the registration of HBWs.

AROUND THE WORLD: TED WOMEN
Technology, Entertainment Design, in partnership
with the Paley Center for Media, has launched a
brand new TED event called TEDWomen. The
conference focuses on innovation and ideas by
women and girls worldwide. Investing in women
and girls may once have been considered a
radical notion or even a waste of resources, but
in most places in the world today, women and
girls are increasingly recognized as a critical link
to greater prosperity, political stability, better
health and public policy.
In the talk below, Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg
looks at why a smaller percentage of women than
men reach the top of their professions -- and
offers 3 powerful pieces of advice to women
aiming for the C-suite.
We don't live in the world our mothers lived in,
our grandmothers lived in, where career choices
for women were so limited. And if you're in this
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room today, most of us grew up in a world where
we had basic civil rights, and amazingly, we still
live in a world where some women don't have
them. But all that aside, we still have a problem,
and it's a real problem. And the problem is this:
Women are not making it to the top of any
profession anywhere in the world. The numbers
tell the story quite clearly. 190 heads of state -nine are women. Of all the people in parliament
in the world, 13 percent are women. In the
corporate sector, women at the top, C-level jobs,
board seats -- tops out at 15, 16 percent. The
numbers have not moved since 2002 and are
going in the wrong direction. And even in the
non-profit world, a world we sometimes think of
as being led by more women, women at the top:
20 percent.
We also have another problem, which is that
women face harder choices between professional
success and personal fulfillment. A recent study
in the U.S. showed that, of married senior
managers, two-thirds of the married men had
children and only one-third of the married
women had children. A couple of years ago, I was
in New York, and I was pitching a deal, and I was
in one of those fancy New York private equity
offices you can picture. And I'm in the meeting -it's about a three-hour meeting -- and two hours
in, there kind of needs to be that bio break, and
everyone stands up, and the partner running the
meeting starts looking really embarrassed. And I
realized he doesn't know where the women's
room is in his office. So I start looking around for
moving boxes, figuring they just moved in, but I
don't see any. And so I said, "Did you just move
into this office?" And he said, "No, we've been
here about a year." And I said, "Are you telling me
that I am the only woman to have pitched a deal
in this office in a year?" And he looked at me, and
he said, "Yeah. Or maybe you're the only one who
had to go to the bathroom."
So the question is, how are we going to fix this?
How do we change these numbers at the top?
How do we make this different? I want to start
out by saying, I talk about this -- about keeping
women in the workforce -- because I really think
that's the answer. In the high-income part of our
workforce, in the people who end up at the top -Fortune 500 CEO jobs, or the equivalent in other
industries -- the problem, I am convinced, is that

women are dropping out. Now people talk about
this a lot, and they talk about things like flextime
and mentoring and programs companies should
have to train women. I want to talk about none of
that today, even though that's all really
important. Today I want to focus on what we can
do as individuals. What are the messages we
need to tell ourselves? What are the messages
we tell the women who work with and for us?
What are the messages we tell our daughters?
There are three; one, sit at the table. Two, make
your partner a real partner. And three, don't
leave before you leave. Number one: sit at the
table. Just a couple weeks ago at Facebook, we
hosted a very senior government official, and he
came in to meet with senior execs from around
Silicon Valley. And everyone kind of sat at the
table. And then he had these two women who
were traveling with him who were pretty senior
in his department, and I kind of said to them, "Sit
at the table. Come on, sit at the table," and they
sat on the side of the room.
Women systematically underestimate their own
abilities. If you test men and women, and you ask
them questions on totally objective criteria like
GPAs, men get it wrong slightly high, and women
get it wrong slightly low. Women do not
negotiate for themselves in the workforce. A
study in the last two years of people entering the
workforce out of college showed that 57 percent
of boys entering, or men, I guess, are negotiating
their first salary, and only seven percent of
women. And most importantly, men attribute
their success to themselves, and women
attribute it to other external factors. If you ask
men why they did a good job, they'll say, "I'm
awesome. Obviously. Why are you even asking?"
If you ask women why they did a good job, what
they'll say is someone helped them, they got
lucky, they worked really hard. Why does this
matter? Boy, it matters a lot because no one gets
to the corner office by sitting on the side, not at
the table, and no one gets the promotion if they
don't think they deserve their success, or they
don't even understand their own success.
I wish the answer were easy. I wish I could just go
tell all the young women I work for, all these
fabulous women, "Believe in yourself and
negotiate for yourself. Own your own success." I
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wish I could tell that to my daughter. But it's not
that simple. Because what the data shows, above
all else, is one thing, which is that success and
likeability are positively correlated for men and
negatively correlated for women. And everyone's
nodding, because we all know this to be true.
There's a really good study that shows this really
well. There's a famous Harvard Business School
study on a woman named Heidi Roizen. And she's
an operator in a company in Silicon Valley, and
she uses her contacts to become a very
successful venture capitalist. In 2002 -- not so
long ago -- a professor who was then at Columbia
University took that case and made it Howard
Roizen. And he gave the case out, both of them,
to two groups of students. He changed exactly
one word: "Heidi" to "Howard." But that one
word made a really big difference. He then
surveyed the students, and the good news was
the students, both men and women, thought
Heidi and Howard were equally competent, and
that's good. The bad news was that everyone
liked Howard. He's a great guy. You want to work
for him. You want to spend the day fishing with
him. But Heidi? Not so sure. She's a little out for
herself. She's a little political. You're not sure
you'd want to work for her. This is the
complication. We have to tell our daughters and
our colleagues, we have to tell ourselves to
believe we got the A, to reach for the promotion,
to sit at the table, and we have to do it in a world
where, for them, there are sacrifices they will
make for that, even though for their brothers,
there are not.
The saddest thing about all of this is that it's
really hard to remember this. And I'm about to
tell a story which is truly embarrassing for me,
but I think important. I gave this talk at Facebook
not so long ago to about 100 employees, and a
couple hours later, there was a young woman
who works there sitting outside my little desk,
and she wanted to talk to me. I said, okay, and
she sat down, and we talked. And she said, "I
learned something today. I learned that I need to
keep my hand up." I said, "What do you mean?"
She said, "Well, you're giving this talk, and you
said you were going to take two more questions.
And I had my hand up with lots of other people,
and you took two more questions. And I put my
hand down, and I noticed all the women put their
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hand down, and then you took more questions,
only from the men." And I thought to myself,
wow, if it's me -- who cares about this, obviously - giving this talk -- and during this talk, I can't
even notice that the men's hands are still raised,
and the women's hands are still raised, how good
are we as managers of our companies and our
organizations at seeing that the men are reaching
for opportunities more than women? We've got
to get women to sit at the table.
Message number two: make your partner a real
partner. I've become convinced that we've made
more progress in the workforce than we have in
the home. The data shows this very clearly. If a
woman and a man work full-time and have a
child, the woman does twice the amount of
housework the man does, and the woman does
three times the amount of childcare the man
does. So she's got three jobs or two jobs, and
he's got one. Who do you think drops out when
someone needs to be home more? The causes of
this are really complicated, and I don't have time
to go into them. And I don't think Sunday
football-watching and general laziness is the
cause.
I think the cause is more complicated. I think, as a
society, we put more pressure on our boys to
succeed than we do on our girls. I know men that
stay home and work in the home to support
wives with careers, and it's hard. When I go to
the Mommy-and-Me stuff and I see the father
there, I notice that the other mommies don't play
with him. And that's a problem, because we have
to make it as important a job, because it's the
hardest job in the world to work inside the home,
for people of both genders, if we're going to even
things out and let women stay in the workforce.
Studies show that households with equal earning
and equal responsibility also have half the
divorce rate. And if that wasn't good enough
motivation for everyone out there, they also have
more -- how shall I say this on this stage? -- they
know each other more in the biblical sense as
well.
Message number three: don't leave before you
leave. I think there's a really deep irony to the
fact that actions women are taking -- and I see
this all the time -- with the objective of staying in
the workforce actually lead to their eventually
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leaving. Here's what happens: We're all busy.
Everyone's busy. A woman's busy. And she starts
thinking about having a child, and from the
moment she starts thinking about having a child,
she starts thinking about making room for that
child. "How am I going to fit this into everything
else I'm doing?" And literally from that moment,
she doesn't raise her hand anymore, she doesn't
look for a promotion, she doesn't take on the
new project, she doesn't say, "Me. I want to do
that." She starts leaning back. The problem is
that -- let's say she got pregnant that day, that
day -- nine months of pregnancy, three months of
maternity leave, six months to catch your breath - fast-forward two years, more often -- and as I've
seen it -- women start thinking about this way
earlier -- when they get engaged, when they get
married, when they start thinking about trying to
have a child, which can take a long time. One
woman came to see me about this, and I kind of
looked at her -- she looked a little young. And I
said, "So are you and your husband thinking
about having a baby?" And she said, "Oh no, I'm
not married." She didn't even have a boyfriend. I
said, "You're thinking about this just way too
early.”
But the point is that what happens once you start
kind of quietly leaning back? Everyone who's
been through this -- and I'm here to tell you, once
you have a child at home, your job better be
really good to go back, because it's hard to leave
that kid at home -- your job needs to be
challenging. It needs to be rewarding. You need
to feel like you're making a difference. And if two
years ago you didn't take a promotion and some
guy next to you did, if three years ago you
stopped looking for new opportunities, you're
going to be bored because you should have kept
your foot on the gas pedal. Don't leave before
you leave. Stay in. Keep your foot on the gas
pedal, until the very day you need to leave to
take a break for a child -- and then make your
decisions. Don't make decisions too far in
advance, particularly ones you're not even
conscious you're making.
My generation really, sadly, is not going to change
the numbers at the top. They're just not moving.
We are not going to get to where 50 percent of
the population -- in my generation, there will not
be 50 percent of [women] at the top of any
industry. But I'm hopeful that future generations

can. I think a world that was run where half of
our countries and half of our companies were run
by women, would be a better world. And it's not
just because people would know where the
women's bathrooms are, even though that would
be very helpful. I think it would be a better world.
I have two children. I have a five-year-old son and
a two-year-old daughter. I want my son to have a
choice to contribute fully in the workforce or at
home, and I want my daughter to have the choice
to not just succeed, but to be liked for her
accomplishments.
THREE DAYS TRAINING OF LABOUR OFFICIALS
CONVENED ON INTERNATIONAL LABOUR
STANDARDS: CONCEPTS, PRACTICES, AND
REPORTING CHALLENGES
ILO Islamabad office convened a three day
training workshop from 19-21 December, 2011
jointly with Labour and Human Resource
Department, Government of Punjab in Lahore. In
the post 18th Constitutional amendments where
labour issue has been devolved to the provinces,
the training has been organized as part of ILO's
technical assistance to help improve reporting on
ILO core conventions. Total of 35 senior labour
officials from across the province participated in
the training. The training was focused on the
themes of Freedom of association and collective
bargaining; Child labour; Discrimination; Forced
labour and Home Based Workers.
Training also included direct interaction with child
laborers and workers from the brick kiln industry
and extensive group work to postulate
recommendations for better reporting on ILO
conventions under the four themes of ILO Core
Conventions.
Labour officials underlined challenges faced by
them in the field regarding collection of data and
information to report on the application of
International Labour Standards (ILS). They also
gave recommendations to improve the process of
reporting on ILS. These recommendations will be
formally shared with the Labour Department for
necessary consideration.
Warning - Editorial Group: Readers are requested to
hold the magazine d/n-ear for next five minutes, as
they venture in to the nerdy, computer geeky stuff,
unfit for most of us- well almost all of ustechnologically challenged people! P.T.O
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50% work is expected to be completed on the
whole reporting module, marking completion of
this database, expected in May 2012.

D-A-T-A BASE DEVELOPMENT
As part of its Knowledge Management Strategy,
the International Labour Organization maintains
over 40 databases at organizational level, almost
all accessible through ILO's global website.
Projects directly hosted by ILO maintain hundreds
of additional databases in relevance to their
scope of work, contributing to sharing and
managing of information within and outside the
organization.
GE4DE too has established 2 databases; one to
measure the impact of skills development
programmes on women's empowerment and the
second to maintain and track outcomes of all
6300 women and men to be trained under
GE4DE. Cutting edge information technology
systems are used for this database. A set of seven
(07) tools, are currently being utilized to track our
trainees. These are the Community & Trainee
profiles, Institution assessments, Skills Analysis
form and Employer & Beneficiary feedback
forms.
[.. dizzy???..not yet ]
The first version of the data entry module has
already been completed and beta-tested using
mock data. Feedback during this process resulted
in development of a second version of this
module. Actual data from around 1,500
individuals, institutions and communities is now
being entered in this database. Consecutively a
reporting module is now being developed. By the
time you get to this line- sample reporting
module would have been approved and almost
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Opting for simplicity (user friendliness) and
effectiveness (generating just about the type of
reports we want to monitor and keep track
record of our right holders), Microsoft Access was
selected for establishing the database. Its 2007
build has improved ability to work with multiple
data sources including those utilizing SQL
(Structured Query Language). Sharing, managing,
auditing and backing-up information is also
convenient due to its enhanced integration with
MS Windows Share Point Services. The new
interactive design with pre-build tracking
applications is also expected to help data entry
operator(s) in the protracted data situation,
where manual forms reach the database over a
period of time and any adjustments will be
conveniently made. All the seven tools described
earlier have more than 500 sub-information
categories. Unlike Front End Visual Basic, manual
reporting is used which in this case means being
able to generate reports based on diverse
information categories and the ability to design
reports as per management's needs. During
establishment period, the database files are
being manipulated through copy of platform,
licensed for ILO's use.
[We truly hope you have passed out before
reaching these last lines]

GFPS MEETING, WORK PLAN AND UPDATE
On December 22 and 23, 2011 a meeting of all
the Gender Focal Points was held at ILO office in
Islamabad. GFPs from Balochistan, Khyber
Pukhtun-Khwa, Sindh, Punjab and Gilgit-Baltistan
shared progress against their work plans. Six
month activity work plans have proceeded more
or less as planned and the activities have shown
fruitful results. The project has successfully
created an enabling environment that is
necessary to help GFPs mainstream Gender
Equality in to their work- especially through
training and capacity building. Plans for 2012 are
almost finalized prioritizing ILO's assistance on
gender maintenance for each of the province.
The focus for 2012 is demonstrating the
application of skills and knowledge acquired
during the capacity building activities of 2011.
The work plans will be presented to the
secretaries for agreement.
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ELSEWHERE IN THE ILO
SKILLS STRATEGY FOR SINDH TECHNICAL
EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING
AUTHORITY (TEVTA)
In order to revamp the TEVT (Technical Education
and Vocational Training) system in Sindh and
enhance its relevance to the industry needs and
expand outreach to the deserving people, Sindh
TEVTA is transforming its programs and
management structure to meet this end
effectively. For this purpose, ILO was requested
to provide technical support in identifying those
areas where significant change is required and to
adopt a course which helps in achieving the goal
of industry-led training system for better
employment. In response, ILO has arranged a
series of support interventions for the senior
management and operational staff of Sindh
TEVTA which included training courses,
consultations and in-land and international study
visits. All these interventions culminated on a
Strategic Planning Workshop held in November
2011 where core elements of a medium-to-longterm strategy were developed in line with the
learning and keeping in view the national
priorities and ground realities. In addition, a
work plan with timelines and responsibility
framework was developed for completing the
Strategic Planning exercise before end of June
2012. The Provincial Skills Strategy would be
helpful in clarifying roles and responsibilities of
the Sindh TEVTA in becoming a model of
successful training-provider.

WORKSHOP ON “MANAGEMENT OF
TRAINING INSTITUTES (MOTI)”
With a goal to facilitate effective management of
TEVT institutions in public sector, the
International Labour Organization (ILO) organized
an 8-day workshop on “Management of Training
Institutes” for Principals/Managers of Sindh and

Punjab TEVTAs. The workshop was attended by
more than 30 Principals from TEVT Institutes
working under TEVTAs. The primary goal of this
workshop was to build capacity, especially at the
institutional level, to impart quality training,
adopt innovation and expand their outreach to
the deserving population thus, enabling the
participants to manage all aspects of institutional
training more effectively. To encourage fresh
thinking, it was decided to bring the participant
managers out of their comfort zone, expose them
to the modern training practices and techniques
that are in use around the world. In light of this,
the participants were required to identify the
issues and challenges that their institutes are
facing and develop an action plan to resolve the
same. To manage this task effectively, the
participants formulated five working groups and
during the course of the workshop kept working
on their respective action plans. These action
plans were subsequently presented on the final
day of the workshop and would be pursued by
each Institute in improving their training delivery.
ILO and S-TEVTA Senior Management will
periodically monitor progress of these institutes.

UPCOMING
EOI partners and areas of project interventions
Fifteen development and government
organizations have submitted project proposals
for long term skills development for selected
districts of Pakistan. The evaluation team hopes
to select projects that demonstrate a strong
understanding of GE and describe a sound
strategy to ensure poverty alleviation, women's
empowerment and sustainability. The proposals
were secured in November, evaluated through
December and January and the final selection is
expected to be made by March this year.
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